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REPLY BRIEF OF THE ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS
AND CONSTELLATION NEWENERGY - GAS DIVISION, LLC

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers ("IIEC"), together with Constellation New Energy-

Gas Division, LLC (“CNEG”), (collectively “IIEC/CNEG”) will respond to certain arguments made

by Peoples Light & Coke Company ("Peoples" or "PGL") and North Shore Gas Company ("North

Shore" or "NS") (collectively the "Companies" or “PGL/NS”).  IIEC/CNEG’s failure to address the

arguments or positions of any other party should not be considered an agreement with those

positions, unless otherwise specifically stated.
1

XI. Transportation Issues

A. Overview 

The Companies continue to incorrectly interpret the 2009 ICC directive for unbundling

storage.  The ICC envisioned unbundling was supposed to increase the operational flexibility for

Transportation customers, not decrease the flexibility for such customers.  (ICC Staff Sackett, Ex.

9.0 at 11:228-234).  In response to the 2009 ICC directive the Companies conducted two primary

analyses modeling the capabilities of their assets, one modeling the daily injection and withdrawal

rights and another modeling the month-end storage inventory target levels. (PGL/NS Br. at 144). 

The Companies then use these analyses, developed specifically for the Small Volume Transportation

1IIEC/CNEG has organized its brief in accordance with the ALJ’s outline referencing
only captions relevant to IIEC/CNEG’s issues and arguments.
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(“SVT”) programs, to unbundle the Large Volume Transportation (“LVT”) program storage service. 

(Id.).  The major flaws here are that the Companies’ models were designed to enhance the economic

benefit of the system storage for Sales customers and fail to fully account for diversity between both

LVT and Sales customers and between LVT customers themselves.  These flawed models are the

entire basis for the Companies proposed LVT storage usage restrictions, i.e., daily

injections/withdrawal limits and month-end storage levels. (IIEC/CNEG Gorman Ex. 1.0 at 10-

11:203-213; ICC Staff Sackett Ex. 9.0 at 23:517-538). 

In addition to the lack of operational justification, the Companies proposed storage usage 

restrictions will effectively make storage service uneconomic and worthless to Large Volume

Transportation customers.  This occurs because the proposed cashout transaction structure, with  

the onerous storage use restrictions, will produce significant penalties on LVT customers if they are

not able to comply with the storage operating restrictions.  The Companies’ arguments in support

of these onerous restrictions are without merit and should be rejected.  As noted in IIEC/CNEG’s

original brief, if Rider SBS is not modified to eliminate these unnecessary restrictions on daily

injections and withdrawals with associated cashout penalty provisions, and monthly target volume

balances for use in banking, then Rider SBS should be rejected and Rider SST should remain in

effect under its current operating parameters.  The Companies’ arguments will be addressed in detail

below but this brief will outline a summary of their proposals and the flaws in same.

A. The Companies’ arguments that their economic modeling justifies the

parameters on Rider SBS are without basis.  The Companies argued

that the operating parameters were modeled as though LVT and SVT
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customers have similar load profiles and will use storage in a similar

manner.   There is simply no factual basis to support this assertion. 

B. Further, current storage usage restrictions are far less onerous than

that proposed for LVT customers.  The Companies actual operating

history shows that the Companies have been able to use storage

facilities to accommodate LVT customers’ daily injections,

withdrawals and balancing requirements without the onerous daily

injection and withdrawal limits, and without the onerous monthly

cashout transactions proposed for volume restrictions.  Under these

actual historical operating results, the Companies have not been able

to show any economic harm to Sales customers.  Hence, there is no

factual basis to support the Companies’ proposal to make storage

usage restrictions more onerous than those in its current Rider SST.

C. The Companies’ claim that without unbundled storage daily

injection, withdrawal and monthly balance restrictions, LVT

customers will be subsidized by SVT customers.  These arguments

are however erroneous and without merit.  In their attempt to provide

support for these conclusions the Companies assume similar load

characteristics and use of storage facilities between LVT and SVT

customers.  That assertion has no basis in the record, and is in error.
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D. The Companies’ arguments that their modeling indicates that without

the storage restrictions proposed for LVT customers, SVT customers

and Sales customers could be harmed.  However, the Companies

have failed to provide any proof that other customers will be

economically harmed by allowing LVT customers full access to the

storage assets or at least with the same access that they have had in

the past. Indeed, there is no evidence to suggest that improving LVT

customers’ access to storage in a way that allows them to use storage

for hedging, balancing and management of deliverability cost, cannot

be accomplished in this case.

The Companies are proposing substantially identical transportation programs for two very

different groups of customers, LVT and SVT customers. (PGL/NS Br. at 143).  The Companies

proposal fails to recognize the differences between these customers in their use of gas, as well as

customer diversity in the use of storage.

The Companies also suggest there is a subsidy issue between the SVT and LVT programs. 

The Companies believe the LVT customers have superior rights to storage assets and therefore SVT

customers are subsidizing those superior rights. (PGL/NS Br. at 151).  IIEC/CNEG believe the

Companies are creating hypothetical problems and addressing those hypothetical problems that

simply do not have a legitimate basis in actual operating experience.  The Companies then address

those hypothetical problems with real world restrictions that are extreme and detrimental to Large

Volume Transportation customers and their normal use of the Companies’ operational system.
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The Companies claim that the proposed operational restrictions are necessary to implement

the unbundling proposal. (PGL/NS Br. at 155). The current storage terms and conditions do not in

any way prevent or deter PGL/NS from operating their system storage as they see fit. (IIEC/CNEG

Br. at 16).  The proposed unbundling parameters are not necessary and have nothing to do with

successfully unbundling the service.

Finally, despite the Companies acquiescence to super pooling for monthly targets, if not done

correctly it provides little benefit to Suppliers. 

D. Large Volume Transportation Program

2. Transportation Storage Issues

The Companies have developed an unbundling proposal that includes: 1) a stand-alone

storage service (Rider SBS); 2) monthly inventory targets (minimum and maximum); 3) daily

injection and withdrawal limits, with appropriate distinctions for Critical Days and OFO Days; 4)

a daily tolerance around the daily ranges as part of the transition to the new service; and 5)

elimination of the no-notice standby service. (NS Connery Ex. 14.0 at 18-19:385-396).

These restrictions as proposed by the Companies, will render storage uneconomic and useless

to LVT customers for balancing, hedging, or deliverability. The Companies’ restrictions should be

rejected and their arguments in support of these restrictions are without merit.

The fundamental flaw with the Companies’ proposal is the foundation upon which the

proposal is based.  The Companies claim they are attempting to “fairly allocate available storage-

related assets to all customers who use those assets . . .” (PGL/NS Br. at 149).  In support of this

position, the Companies conducted two system modeling analyses of the storage assets.  The first
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analysis modeled the daily injection and withdrawal rights.  The second analysis modeled the month-

end storage inventory target levels. (PGL/NS Br. at 144.).  

The Companies’ modeling efforts to support these onerous storage terms and conditions were

based on operational restrictions tied to economic analysis of the Companies’ system, and not

storage asset operating restrictions.  Mr. Connery stated that he identified operationally acceptable

balance ranges based on storage activity which did not substantially increase the chance of

experiencing system imbalances and extra pipeline charges.  (PGL Connery Ex. 14.0 at 218-226). 

The Companies do not incur pipeline charges on behalf of LVT customers.  Therefore, the operating

restrictions Mr. Connery designed and proposed on all customers are those that produce the lowest

pipeline and balancing costs to Sales customers.  Hence, the Companies’ efforts failed to properly

identify storage asset operating restrictions that will allow all customers to economically use storage

services within the storage assets reliability operating constraints.  In other words, all customers

should have equal access to the utilization of the storage asset service they procure from the

Companies.  The Companies should not limit LVT customers’ use of their storage assets in order

to reduce Sales customers’ costs of pipeline charges and balancing costs.  Rather, Sales customers

should have to pay for the pipeline and storage asset cost in proportion to the Companies costs of

providing service to those customers.  For these reasons, the Companies’ modeling efforts are

severely flawed and do not properly establish fair and balanced storage asset operating restrictions

that can be equally applied to all customers.
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a. LVT and SVT programs differ significantly 

The Companies’ Rider SBS restrictions for LTV customers also incorrectly assumes that

LVT customers and SVT customers have similar load characteristics and use storage similar to each

other.  This is a false premise.  The assumption that many of the SVT storage related terms and

conditions translate directly to the large volume program is a false premise.  (PGL/NS Br. at 151). 

The Companies claim the storage asset pool for the LVT program is, like the SVT program, the

aggregation of all the Utilities’ storage related assets. (Id.)  True, the LVT and SVT customers use

the same storage asset pool, however, the similarities stop there.  

SVT and LVT customers differ significantly.  As IIEC/CNEG and Staff correctly point out

there are significant differences in the customers for each type of program and these diverse

characteristics require that the parameters of the two types of programs should be different.  (Staff

Br. at 115; IIEC/CNEG Br. at 18).  The programs have different metering requirements, different

nominations requirements, different billing procedures, different service requirements, different load

requirements, etc. (IIEC/CNEG Br. at 18).  While the individual LVT customers themselves vary

in size and load, typical SVT customers are residential customers with small load, low load factor,

and peak usage that typically coincides with system peak.  (Staff Br. at 116).  Typical LVT

customers are commercial or industrial customers with large load, high load factors and peak usage

that is much less tied to the system peak.  (Id.). Diversity of LVT customers’ size and load translates

into diversity of operation and use of storage for those same customers within the system.  If one

Transportation customer brings in more gas than it uses and another Transportation customer uses

more gas than is available to it, to some extent the over injection of the first customer cancels out
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or moderates the withdrawal of the second customer.  Refusal of the Companies to recognize this

diversity of usage and the effect it has on balancing the system suggests the proposed cashouts are

arbitrary penalties rather than operational necessity. 

The Companies argue that Staff and intervenors “incongruously argue that LVT customers

should have different storage rights because they want to use storage differently than other

customers.” (Id.).  The very characteristics of the LVT customers require that they use storage

differently than SVT customers.  The Companies failure to design an analytic framework that

focused on unbundling of storage and standby services for LVT customers was the Companies

choice and their inability to support their proposal with anything but conjecture and speculation

should be fatal to the proposal’s implementation.

b. The Companies subsidy argument holds no weight

As discussed above, the Companies’ modeling efforts to establish the operating restrictions

were designed to minimize cost to Sales customers, at the expense of LVT customers.  Hence, the

subsidy referred to by the Companies, represents storage costs to Sales customers based on how

storage assets are used to balance load and reduce delivery costs.  There is no subsidy.  Asking Sales

customers to pay the costs of service for storage assets that are used to balance their load and

minimum delivery costs is fair.  All customers should pay the legitimate Companies’ cost of service.

Throughout the Transportation portion of their brief, the Companies contend that Staff and

IIEC/CNEG proposals would perpetuate inter-class subsidies on the use of storage resulting from

all classes of customers relying on the same storage assets but receiving different access rights.  The

Companies’ goal is for all customer classes using storage assets - Sales, SVT and LVT - to have
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comparable rights and obligations. (PGL/NS Br. at 155).  IIEC/CNEG believe customers should

“receive the service for which they are paying and no customer class would subsidize another’s use

of storage.” (Id.).  However, the Companies’ proposals fall far short of their goal.  The Companies’

modeling used to impose storage asset operating restrictions was designed to use storage assets to

minimize Sales customers’ costs and was not designed to identify limitations on the use of storage

assets.  Therefore, the proposed daily injection and withdrawal restrictions and the monthly storage

targets are not balanced, but rather were developed for the convenience and benefit of the Sales

customers. (IIEC/CNEG Br. at 15).  Developing system use for one set of customers to the detriment

of another set of customers suggests the Companies are not serious about their comparable rights

and obligations goals.

IIEC/CNEG and Staff believe the Companies must demonstrate harm to Sales customers to

support its subsidy argument, proving that a subsidy is harmful to a particular class of customer. 

The Companies failed to make this demonstration. The Companies did not agree that a

demonstration of economic harm to Sales customers, or system integrity failures are necessary to

support their proposals. (NS-PGL Connery Ex. 30.0 at 8:160-162).  IIEC/CNEG and Staff believe

the Companies do not feel it is necessary because they cannot demonstrate the harm.  CNE-Gas

Exhibits 1.4 and 1.5 show that LVT customers, as a group, are largely keeping their inventories well

within the proposed ranges. (IIEC/CNEG Br. at 19).  The Companies acknowledge that Sales

customers are not economically harmed during the months when the inventories are within the

current tariff parameters. (Staff Cross Ex. 10).  As support, the Companies attempted to cherry pick

days as proof that Sales customers were economically harmed. (ICC Staff Sackett Ex. 18.0 at 9:190-
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193).  However there is no evidence that the harm occurs over time to the detriment of one customer

or another. (Staff Br. at 124; ICC Staff Sackett Ex. 18.0 at 190-193).  The Companies have failed

to show a net economic harm to the Sales customers thus this argument has no merit.

c.  The proposed operating parameters are not necessary nor justified

The Companies believe that application of the “equitable access and allocation model” to

the Large Volume Transportation customers is necessary to provide equitable and consistent access

to, and allocation of, the Companies storage assets across all transportation programs. (NS Connery

Ex. 14.0 at 2:27-31).  Rather than design an analytic framework that focused on unbundling of

storage and standby services for Large Volume Transportation customers the Companies argue the

proposed month-end storage inventory target levels and daily injection and withdrawal rates,

developed for the SVT program, apply directly to the LVT program and are necessary to implement

the unbundling proposal. (PGL/NS Br. at 153, 155).  This argument is erroneous because the

operational parameters are designed to benefit Sales customers by the restricted use of storage assets

by LVT customers.  Again, the Companies’ restrictions are based on their flawed modeling efforts

which were designed to identify storage asset restrictions which would minimize balancing costs

and pipeline charges to Sales customers.  This modeling effort does not properly identify balanced

and fair storage asset operational restrictions that should be applied to all customers including LVT

and SVT and Sales customers in aggregate.  

The proposed storage operating restrictions are more onerous than current storage asset

service.  Actual historical usage indicates that existing storage restrictions allow for the reliable

operation of the system.  Therefore, storage asset restrictions need not be more restrictive than those
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included in Rider SST.  The operating restrictions are not necessary based on a historical review of

the Companies’ ability to balance their sendout with deliveries and storage injections and

withdrawals.  (Sept. 1, 2011, Tr. 712).  A historical perspective shows that the proposed operating

restrictions on LVT customers’ use of storage assets are unjustified and should be rejected. 

IIEC/CNEG argued the faulty application of the models earlier in this brief and will focus here on

the necessity of the month-end storage targets and daily injection and withdrawal limits.

As stated earlier the unbundling directed by the Commission was intended to increase

operational flexibility for Transportation customers.  The Companies’ proposal actually increases

the operational restrictions reducing the operational flexibility for Transportation customers.  The

Companies’ proposal requires customers to meet 12 monthly minimum storage inventory targets and

12 monthly maximum storage inventory targets, with cashout penalties beginning with all variances

from the monthly targets.  Increasing the inventory targets from the current one storage inventory

target to 24 storage inventory targets each year is a dramatic shift which greatly increases the

restrictions on gas transportation storage along with significantly enhancing cashout penalties. 

(IIEC/CNEG Br. at 13).  The monthly storage parameters run counter to the intentions of the

Commission when it directed unbundling of the storage service. (CNE-Gas Kawczynski Ex. 1.0 at

8:169-178; ICC Staff Sackett Ex. 9.0 at 15-16:327-341).  The proposed requirements will make it

more costly to manage storage inventory due to the operational gas purchases and gas sales in order

to remain inside the monthly targets.  Further, CNE-Gas Exhibits 1.4 and 1.5 show that

Transportation customers as a group generally keep their inventories well within the proposed

monthly ranges rendering the monthly inventory targets for each customer unnecessary. (ICC Staff
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Sackett Ex. 18.0 at 10:196-199).  The Companies are proposing to implement daily cashouts for out

of target withdrawals during the months of January through March and November through

December and daily injections during the months of April through October, resulting in penalties

for all out of target withdrawals and injections. (IIEC/CNEG Br. at 16-17). The Companies have

failed to show a necessity for daily injection and withdrawal limits and fail to truly consider the

practical application of their proposal.  IIEC/CNEG do not believe there is a need for daily injection

and withdrawal limits unless a Company declares a Critical Day.

“While the Utilities derived the Rider SBS terms and conditions from their analysis of

underlying assets, those terms and conditions are substantially more generous than the tariff and

operational limitations of those assets.” (PGL/NS Br. at 152).  The Companies apparently believe

their proposal, as presented, offers broader operating parameters or broader daily and monthly

operating ranges; however the reality is that the Companies proposals will result in greater

restrictions and loss of flexibility for LVT customers. (IIEC/CNEG Br. at 16).  As an example the

Companies suggest their proposals allow for 100% cycling of storage and impose no cycling

requirement for North Shore and only 32% cycling for Peoples Gas. (PGL/NS Br. at 152).  It is a

benefit that will never be achieved, while it is mathematically possible to cycle 100% of storage,

practically it is not possible without substantial cashout transaction penalties to the Transportation

customer.

Furthermore, the Companies’ storage operating parameters (the monthly inventory targets

and daily injection/withdrawal limits) have nothing to do with unbundling per se.  This is evident

in the fact that the Companies’ proposed similar restrictions for the storage that remains bundled
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with standby service and Rider FST and Rider CFY.  In addition, other utilities such as Nicor Gas,

offer unbundled storage service without monthly inventory targets.  (CNE-Gas Kawczynski Ex. 1.0

at 13:274-279).  Such parameters are not necessary for or related to the unbundling of storage

service.  Moreover, the named benefits that the Companies offer as support of those parameters are

so illusory that, as stated previously, IIEC/CNEG would prefer storage to remain bundled rather than

suffer the harm created by the Companies’ proposals.

d. Super Pooling

It appears the Companies agree that monthly inventory targets should have super pooling

applied in order to assess compliance with the target.  Super pooling is not a new concept and is

what currently occurs for the November minimum storage inventory target. (CNE-Gas Kawczynski

Ex. 1.0 at 22:476-478).  Super pooling for monthly targets was first adopted by Nicor Gas as a

mitigation tool to counter the adverse impacts of cycling requirements. (Dkt. 04-0779 Sep. 20, 2005

Final Order at 149).  The Companies in turn adopted super pooling when their single (November)

injection target was implemented in 2008. (CNE-Gas Kawczynski Ex. 1.0 at 22:488-489).  In the

Companies’ brief  they suggest that super pooling would be similar to the service in place for the

current November end of month storage balance requirement. (PGL/NS Br. at 154).  However it will

not be similar.  The current tariffs super pool Riders FST and SST together for the November target

compliance. (IIEC Cross Ex. 7 at 7).  Under the Companies’ proposal Riders SBS and FST would

not be super pooled together. (PGL/NS McKendry Ex. 47.0 at 6:115-117).  Since the super pooling

was developed to mitigate the adverse impacts of a single, November, injection target, it would stand

to reason that the same concern would be applied in the same manner to the proposed 12 minimum
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monthly inventory targets and the 12 maximum monthly inventory targets.  Super pooling Riders

SBS and FST should be allowed.  

The Commission must also consider the fact that the Companies are proposing daily injection

and withdrawal restrictions.  The same concerns that apply to the monthly targets would apply to

the daily targets and Suppliers should be allowed to mitigate the adverse impact of those daily

restrictions through super pooling, (CNE-Gas Kawczynski Ex. 1.0 at 23-24), if those daily

restrictions are adopted.  However, because those restrictions are unnecessary and unreasonable,

they should not be adopted. 

The Companies also fail to address the fact that the monthly and daily targets and

restrictions, if approved by the Commission, would be implemented in August 2012 but super

pooling would not be available to mitigate the adverse impacts until sometime near the end of 2012. 

(PGL/NS Br. at 154).  IIEC/CNEG is concerned about the gap that is created between

implementation of the Companies’ proposal and a Suppliers opportunity to super pool. IIEC/CNEG

recommend super pooling for monthly targets and daily injection and withdrawal limits be

implemented at the same time as the Companies’ proposals, if monthly and daily restrictions are

approved by the Commission over IIEC/CNEG’s strenuous objection.

3. Associated Rider Modifications

b.  Rider FST

Rider FST, Full Standby Transportation service, will continue to be bundled service. 

(PGL/NS Br. at 156).  The Companies claim that in order to provide consistency across all

transportation programs they must adapt the equitable storage access model to the operating
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parameters of Rider FST.  (NS Connery Ex. 14.0 at 358-63).  However, as explained by Staff and

IIEC/CNEG, this adaption will result in a reduction in service to Rider FST customers. (IIEC/CNEG

Br. at 26; Staff Br. at 126).  

Full Standby Transportation service as proposed is no longer full standby service.  Under the

proposed changes to Rider FST, customers or their suppliers will be required to deliver at a

minimum 27% (Peoples) and 39% (North Shore) of their MDQ on Critical and OFO supply shortage

days.  (PGL Grace Ex. 12.0 at 40:888-889; NS Grace Ex. 12.0 at 37:831-832).  Despite the fact that

customers will no longer be receiving full backup service, the Companies will still recover the same

costs as if they were still providing full backup service. (CNE-Gas Kawczynski 2.0 at 17:347-350). 

In recognition of their failure to provide a true full standby service and in an attempt to pacify

suppliers and customers, the Company proposes to reduce the non-storage portion of the charges to

Rider FST customers by 20%.  (NS-PGL Connery Ex. 46.0 at 10:220-221).  The Companies do not

explain where the 20% comes from but deem it suitable because they expect standby availability to

exceed 95%. (Id. at 10:217-218).  The Companies inadequate solution fails to account for the fact

that customers’ rights have been reduced by 27% and 39% year-round because customers or their

suppliers will have to plan to make the deliveries in the event the utility decides to declare a Critical

Day or OFO supply shortage day, which could happen on any day or on multiple days through the

year.  (CNE-Gas Kawczynski Ex. 1.0 at 17:351-356).  

The Companies have failed to provide sufficient evidence to warrant modification of Rider

FST.  A 95% availability expectation is still less than full standby service and without quantifying
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the costs of the actual reduction in service to the customers, any attempt by the Companies to reduce

the non-storage portion of the charge is simply an irresponsible guess.

IIEC/CNEG continue to recommend the Commission reject the Supply Shortage Day

delivery requirement for Rider FST.  However, if the Commission determines that it is necessary

to approve the changes the Companies propose for Rider FST, IIEC/CNEG recommend the name

be changed in accordance with the service actually provided and the Companies be required to

quantify the actual cost of the reduced service to customers and reduce Rider FST charges

accordingly.        

CONCLUSION

The Companies’ proposals imposing new or additional restrictions on the ability of

Transportation customers to use storage should be rejected.  For the reasons set forth in this Reply

Brief and IIEC/CNEG’s Initial Brief, IIEC/CNEG respectfully request the Commission adopt

IIEC/CNEG’s positions and recommendations as set forth herein.  

DATED this 6th day of October, 2011.
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